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Programmer by day, Gamer by night! Learning coding is not only familiarity or comfortable with syntax, but to understand logic and improve logical and analytical skills. Each programming language has advantages and disadvantages, but the basics are to some extent the same. We all know that the best method for
learning a programming language is to write codes in it. It is also known that key developers not only write code, but enjoy it. If the basics are not sorted, advanced programming tends to be boring. CodeMonkey:The first on the list of games encoding is CodeMonkey. CodeMonkey is an online coding environment that is
very suitable for beginners and teaches omni developer concepts to students with very limited or zero knowledge in coder in a fun and interactive way. Use CoffeeScript to teach you how to build your own games in HTML5. CodeMonkey is a great game for improving your logic and problem solving skills as you learn to
code. CodinGame:If you're looking for a way to improve your coding skills as well as learn new concepts, but you're tired of regular tutorials and want something fun and interesting then you should definitely try CodinGame. It is a platform that provides interactive and free games to help learn more than 25 popular
programming languages, including JavaScript, Ruby, Java, Rust, C#and PHP. Flexbox Froggy:The most enjoyable on the coding game list is Flexbox Froggy. Learning CSS concepts can sometimes be a bit boring, but with Flexbox Froggy you can learn these concepts through a simple game. It's built using the CSS
Flexbox module and teaches you the basics of how things align in the flexbox while you help Froggy and his friends. Flexbox Defense:Flexbox Defense is another coding game that uses the Flexbox module to teach CSS concepts. This game is similar to Flexbox Froggy and your job is to stop incoming waves of enemies
from getting past their defenses, using similar commands as in Flexbox Froggy.CodeCombat:One of the popular coding games related to JavaScript is CodeCombat. It is designed specifically for the use of teachers and students as an educational video game that teaches concepts and languages of software
programming, as well as the basics of informatics. It consists of puzzles and challenges that players need to solve by writing JavaScript code. CheckIO:Do you want to build your Python or JavaScript skills in a fun and interactive way? Then you should definitely try CheckIO. It's a free coding game suitable for both
beginners and advanced developers where you can improve your coding skills by solving interesting challenges and fun tasks using JavaScript and Python. It is based on an island theme and the whole game consists of different levels on the island each of which is heavier than the previous one to ensure you learn
something new at each level of the game. Code Is a ninja themed online platform that helps you improve your skills with the help of various puzzles and coding challenges. If you want to learn a specific language, you will need to clean up the basic test to prove your skills and understanding of language. Once you've
cleaned up the initial stages, there's no other game on the market that's better at building advanced coding skills. They have a large selection of languages to offer, including JavaScript, Swift, PHP, Python, Ruby, and Haskell.Ruby Warrior:The last on the game coding list is Ruby Warrior. Ruby is a popular programming
language that is widely used for the purpose of developing the web. If you're an absolute beginner in Ruby then Ruby Warrior is the perfect coding game for you. It's a game developed by The Block. which is a part-time online coding boot camp that provides people with new opportunities to learn coding through projects
like this. Closing arguments...... Of course, there are many different ways you can learn to code and you can even become an expert using these resources, but coding is like art and the more you enjoy it during the learning process, the more likely you are to develop a passion for coding. These games of coding for
children will definitely be useful. These platforms will certainly help you learn basic program concepts and what better way to do it than to play games! Previously published Hacker Noon Create your free account to unlock a custom reading experience. B2B marketing strategist. Founder of Rioks.The moment you first type
a search query on how to learn to code for free can be the starting point of a developer's career. Google search results are widespread with suggestions from online learning resources. Each adapts to different learning styles, so the most important thing is to find the one that best suits your needs. In Rioks, we've
collected top 100 places where you can learn to code for free in 2019. From video tutorials to web magazines and blogs, here you can find everything you need to start your career as a programmer or designer of UI/UX. To make things easier, we broke online learning resources with the following topics: General
Resources on CodingMobileUI/UX DesignAI Application Development and Machine Learning Command LineHTML and CSSJavaScriptPythonRubyData Science/AnalysisCybersecurityWordPressCoding BlogsYouTube channels About CodingGeneral About Resources CodingWhen you hear the term 'koding', It could
resemble a wall of out-of-place 1 and 0's or a lonely labyrinth of servers somewhere in Silicon Valley. However, coding is much more than that. Your code can be the starting point for a whole new reality and an interactive human machine experience. This can open up incredible opportunities for business, technology and
our lives General. - Ben Obear, co-founder of CognitiveClouds , a custom software development and consulting company.1. Bento.ioBento is a platform aimed at educating and empowering the next generation of self-taught developers. There you can find curated tutorials on more than 200 web technologies that will help
you learn to code with languages such as HTML, CSS, Javascript, Python, SQL, etc.2. The Code AvengersCode Avengers platform is easy to use, and its built-in tools make it easy to check and correct code, test skills, and see how your code comes to life. This service offers useful support for live chat and slack
channel. Code Avenger is a good starting point if you want to learn to code.3. CodecademyCodecademy is an online interactive platform that offers free coding courses in 12 different programming languages, including Python, Java, JavaScript (jQuery, AngularJS, React.js), Ruby, SQL, C++, and Sass, as well as markup
languages HTML and CSS.4. CodeconquestCode Conquest is a free coding guide for beginners, including everything from on-site tutorials to premium site reviews. Code Conquest was created for those who want to learn to develop programs step by step. It helps to start coding on your right foot.5. CoderbyteCoderbyte
is a web application that allows you to practice your programming skills and get ready to code boot camps. Here you can access the best collection of coding challenges that you can solve online in 10 programming languages. You can also learn your skills by reading tutorials on topics like advanced JavaScript features,
data structures, and learn about questions posed in an interview by companies like Google and Microsoft.6. Code.orgCode.org is a nonprofit platform aimed at providing free success to learning computer science and increasing the participation of women and underrepresented minorities.7 CodewarsCodewars is an
educational community for computer programming. On the platform, software developers can train on coding challenges known as kata. These exercises train different skills in different programming languages and are completed within the framework of online IDE.8. CourseraThis platform helps learn to code from
courses created by the world's most prestigious universities. Coursera is the largest online library of coding courses that covers almost everything related to programming. If you want to learn the basics of coding Android apps, this resource is your best option. Here you can also get a certificate indicating the completion
of a course that costs $ 30 - $ 100.9. EdabitIt is similar to Duolingo, but this platform is purely about code. On Edabit, you can learn to code by overcoming interactive challenges such as acquiring XP, unlocking achievements, and climbing the leaderboard. Edabit goes beyond basic syntax and teaches its users how to
think like real developers, so they can start doing cool things.10. edXedX is a massive provider of open online courses. It hosts online university courses in a wide range of disciplines for the world's student body, including some courses at no charge. This resource, similar to Coursera, allows you to obtain a certificate
that costs $30 to $100.11. Evanto tuts +Envato Tuts+ offers free video courses and written tuttoriale to help you get creative skills in code, design and illustration, photography, video, music, web design, game development, business and more. These courses include step-by-step written instructions and screenshots that
help practice and master the skills needed to create a practical outcome.12 FreeCodeCampJoining this community, you can learn HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, and databases. FreeCodeCamp is a nonprofit organization consisting of an interactive learning web platform, online community forums, chat rooms, midpublications, and local organizations. They intend to make web learning development available to anyone. Learn to code for free by watching free online courses and engaging in program projects.13. GA DashDash is a fun and free online course that teaches you the basics of web development on projects where you can
work directly in the browser. Learn the right HTML5 code mode, to create your first fully stylized CSS3 landing page, and dynamic interfaces that handle user events.14. GitHubSometimes, you have to remember the reference book when you are stuck on the problem. GitHub allows it. There are more than 31 million
developers who collaborate to host and view code, manage projects, and make software together. This coding camp can also help you learn the basics of the most arbitrary languages of coding.15. Hackr.ioHackr.io offers a list of the best tutorials, online courses and programming language books recommended by the
coder community. All tutorials have been filed and voted on by members of Hackr.io.16. Hacker RankHackerRank provides challenges for several different domains, such as algorithms, mathematics, SQL, functional programming, artificial intelligence and more. They provide discussion and scale for each challenge, and
most of them come with an editorial explaining more about the challenge and proposing approaches to help you come up with a solution.17 Hack.pledge()Hack.pledge() is a movement for developers who come together and mentor each other so they can collectively improve their coding skills. Here you can equate your
programming skills by learning from some of the world's leading developers.18 Khan AcademyKhan Academy offers exercises, instructional videos and a personalized learning dashboard that empowers students to learn at their own pace in and out of the classroom. There are also several in courses for children, so the
whole family can learn code free!19. Launch Launch Open Book ShelfIt is a heavily researched learning curriculum designed for a long-term career as a software engineer. These free books can help you learn the basics of the most popular programming languages.20. The Microsoft Virtual AcademyMicrosoft Virtual
Academy provides free online training from world-class professionals to help you improve your technical skills. Here you can enjoy free access to e-books, attend live events and participate in live Q&amp;A with instructors. You can test your knowledge with self-assessments and earn certificates of completion of courses
you have mastered.21. MIT OpenCourseWareMIT OpenCourseWare (MIT OCW) is an initiative of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to publish all educational materials on software engineering from its undergraduate and graduate courses online, freely and openly available to anyone, anywhere.22.
Scotch.ioScotch Development is a web development blog that discusses all things about programming, development, the web and life. Their tutorials are more than amazing and written by qualified developers, mostly geared toward medium-sized advanced developers. Such an approach means that beginners can be
pushed away from even attempts by Scottish tutorials for some time.23 SoloLearnSoloLearn has the largest collection of free code learning content, from beginner to pro. Here you can choose from thousands of program topics to learn coding concepts, brush up your programming knowledge, or stay in tune with the
latest coding trends. On SoloLeart, you can write and run actual code in your mobile code editor, get inspired through real-life code samples, and engage in interactive community conversations along the way.24. SimplivSimpliv uses the best of technology and innovation to help students and institutions drive success.
They regularly run programming courses that are available free of charge for a limited period of time. You should sign up not to miss Simpliv's new free online learning courses.25. Team TreehouseTreehouse or (Teamtreehouse) is an online technology school that offers courses on web design, web development, mobile
device development and game development created by a team of professional educators. These courses are aimed at beginners who want to learn to code and prepare for a career in the technology industry. The Treehouse learning program includes videos combined with interactive quizzes and code challenges.26
Code PlayerThe Code Player is an online tutorial that helps learn front-end technology much more enjoyable. It plays code like a video that helps people learn HTML5, CSS3, Javascript, and Jquery quickly and interactively. Code Player offers different playback speeds depending on how quickly users want to go through
the tutorial, and there is also timelines for pausing and rewinding.27 The Odin Odin project was created to provide students with a complete pathway to from zero to busy web developers. Students begin with a brief introduction to web development before moving on to web development 101 and deeper modules, including
HTML, CSS, Javascript, Ruby, Rails, Git, databases and more. Guides are completely flexible, allowing students to work through each lesson or jump to different lessons/projects.28 UdacityUdacity is a platform with online courses on programming, data science, artificial intelligence, digital marketing and more. Udacity
offers individual free coding courses, as well as nanodegrees that train you for specific careers such as front-end web developer or data analyst. Course materials are free, but nanodegrees require tuition.29. UdemyUdemy offers excellent courses in every programming language, game development, web and graphic
design and more. Anyone can create Udemy courses, so be sure to check out the author's reviews.30. Web FundamentalsHere, you can find tutorials on Chrome DevTools, Lighthouse, Workbox, and more tools to make your life easier and improve your art development. This course talks about basic technologies such
as TCP/IP stack, HTTP, HTML/CSS and PHP. Course principles include web structure, small-world networks, web search, community, and advertising.31 W3SchoolsW3Schools is an online web technology learning educational website. Content includes tutorials and references related to HTML, CSS, JavaScript, JSON,
PHP, Python, AngularJS, SQL, Bootstrap, Node.js, jQuery, XQuery, AJAX, XML, and recently included Java courses. Mobile App Development The great developer of mobile applications is one that adapts current trends, technologies and tools to the idea of the product and engenders a new intuitive user experience that
can blow up the market. - Aldric Chang, CEO at Swag Soft, a mobile app development company based in Singapore.1. Android Developers Resource carries a full collection of guides for Android developers. Documents listed in the Navigation Pane can teach you how to build Android apps using API in android frame
and other libraries. If you're brand new to Android and want to jump into the code, you can start with the Build Your First App.2 guide. Google Developers TrainingShade you are an experienced developer or just starting out, this website can point you to training that can help you develop high-quality applications. Here
you can find end-to-end training created by the Google Developer Training Team, self-learning materials and tutorials, online courses and more. When you're ready, you can also take the Google Developer Certification Exam to gain recognition for your development skills.3. Start developing iOS apps (Swift)Starting to
develop iOS apps (Swift) is perfect if you want to start learning how to develop mobile apps iPhone and iPad. iPad. this set of incremental lessons as a guided introduction to building the first app, including tools, major concepts, and best practices that will make your path easier.4 Swift PlaygroundsSwift Playgrounds is a
groundbreaking iPad app that makes learning Swift interactive and fun. You can solve puzzles to master the basics with Swift - a powerful programming language created by Apple that professionals use to build the most popular apps of today. UI/UX DesignThis new user experience contributes to the future of natural and
intuitive human-machine interaction. People are becoming even more dependent on technologies that penetrate our lives. The primary mission of designers is to facilitate this communication between technology and its users. That's the power of UX Design. — Dima Venglinski, CEO of Fireart Studios.1. Encyclopedia
interactions between people and computers Are free textbooks written by more than 100 leading designers, best-selling authors and Ivy League professors. The textbooks are organized in a gigantic encyclopedia with 4,000+ pages. They cover the design of interactive products and services such as websites, household
items, smartphones, computer software, aircraft cockpits, and others.2. UX BoothThe UX Booth is also a publication for the UX designer community. His readership consists mainly of user experience from the beginning to intermediate user experience and designer interactions, but everyone interested in making the site
a better place is welcome. If you're interested, join him to discuss best practices and trending topics or share your experience.3 UX Design Collective While it comes to UX design blogs, UX Collective is the answer to a huge amount of blogs and posts about user experience design. They curate the story of UX, usability,
and product design.4. UX MovementUX Movement is a user experience design blog that publishes articles about the impact of design on user behavior. Their audience consists of tech-savvy designers, developers, and researchers working on user interfaces, websites, and applications.5. Smashing Magazine

UXSmashing Magazine is a website and publisher of e-books that offers editorial content and professional resources for web developers and web designers. They founded it in 2006. This magazine contains a hand-picked and organized selection of the most useful and popular articles related to usability and user
experience.6 Web DesignerWeb Designer is a magazine for those who want to learn the latest HTML, CSS and JavaScript techniques. Here you can discover the best tools and resources about web design. As the leading publication for today's web creatives, digital designers and web developers, a subscription to web
designer magazine offers professional, project disciplines such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, 3D and web application development. AI and machine learning Digital transformation has recently evolved and completely changed the way we do business. AI technology is a significant part of this transformation, which
represents an unlimited source of opportunity for different industries. We are developing AI products for the automotive industry and seeing artificial intelligence of fantastic opportunity in the field of digital transformation, which affects different areas of our lives. — FPT Software team.1. Google AIGoogle.ai google division
is dedicated solely to artificial intelligence. Whether you're just a learning code or an experienced machine learning practitioner, you'll find information and exercises to help you improve your coding skills.2 Machine Learning MasteryMachine Learning Mastery is a community that offers tutorials and e-books to help
developers. On this platform, machine learning is taught by taking a highly productive, top-down and results-oriented approach that counters the mathematically difficult academic approach taken by the rest of the industry. Command line1. Winning Command LineFree online book by Mark Bates that goes very well. You
can buy a hard copy or screencasts.2. Command Line Power UserFree video tutorials created by Wes Bos are preferred for midlearning developers than beginners, however, it's worth checking if you plan to learn cybersecurity online.3. Learn enough line commands to be dangerousA well-written guide that does not
assume prior knowledge and explains jargon. It also contains micro-exercises to demonstrate cybersecurity concepts in an appealing way. We recommend beginners. HTML and CSS1. HTML5 DogHTML5 Dog is an HTML service tutorial for beginners. It also offers medium and advanced HTML and CSS tutorials.2.
Marksheet.ioIt looks like an online book, but under Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License, so you can customize it to your needs. All information is broken into four chapters: Web, HTML5, CSS3, and Sass. Tutorials are mostly for beginners.3. Mozilla Developer NetworkIt is
an evolving web technology learning platform, including web standards such as CSS, HTML, JavaScript, open web application development, and Firefox development plugin.4. Learn to code HTML &amp; CSSLearn code HTML &amp; CSS provides clear and organized lessons that help people learn how to build
beautiful and intuitive websites. The guide covers a variety of web design and development topics, from beginners to advanced skill levels. JavaScript1 function. Daily JSIt is a blog tailored to JavaScript developers. Here you can find useful tutorials, tutorials and tips on JavaScript. In addition, there is a JavaScript 101
section for beginners and a collection of techniques for experienced The blog is no longer updated, but all articles are available.2. Eloquent JavascriptIt is a digital book about coding. You can access the whole thing online, which is great if you plan to open content on another device. Eloquent JavaScript is ideal for coder
of any level.3. Echo JSEcho JS is a community-led social news site focused entirely on JavaScript development, HTML5 and front-end news. We bring the latest JavaScript news, articles, frames and libraries, program tutorials, publishes announcements, and more.4. Javascript.com Creators JavaScript.com some of the
best learning resources and built a JavaScript course to help new developers get started. JavaScript.com aims to keep more advanced developers up to date with news, frames, and libraries.5 JavaScript for CatsIt is a single-page book divided into sections created by developer Max Ogden. Why JavaScript for cats? Just
for a reason, to have some pictures with cats at the end.6. JavaScript JabberIt is an online community for sharing and discovering great ideas, discussing and making friends. Here you can find a weekly podcast discussion on Javascript on the front and back ends. Also talk about programming practices, coding
environments, and technology-related communities.7 The JavaScript Is SexyThis website offers a comprehensive plan for learning JavaScript immediately, and provides information for all levels from beginners to experienced developers. Tons of resources are listed, some of which you may not even find in our study.8.
Find out JSIt is an interactive JavaScript tutorial. Whether you are an experienced programmer or not, this website intends for anyone who wants to learn JavaScript programming language. It was created by the same people who make up learnpython.org.9. The NodeSchoolThis resource offers open source workshops
that teach web software skills. NodeSchool workshops are personally hosted and usually free.10. Watch &amp; CodeIt is a collection of easy-to-understand JavaScript video tutorials designed to take you from zero to advanced levels. You can also participate in weekly live studio sessions on watch &amp; code to join the
Watch &amp; Code community. Python1. Byte of Python'A Byte of Python' is a free book on Python programming. Serves as a beginner's guide or Python-language coding guide. This book was written for the latest Python 3, although Python 2 is a commonly found version of Python today (read more about it in Python 2
versus 3 sections).2. LearnPython.orgLearnPython.org is a free interactive Python guide. Here you can learn Python in the browser using short and convenient exercises. By running the right Python code directly from the web browser, students can try Python without installing it. This creates more learning process
because students focus on important things—learning how to program.3. Google's Python Class If you have experience in code, stick to the program offered by Google. Google's Python class is a free online resource with written materials, videos, and tasks to help you better understand this programming language. U
Ruby1. Riding RailsRiding Rails is the official Ruby on the Rails Twitter blog. It's the creator, Roque Pinel, regularly updates readers with the latest news and updates on Ruby on Rails. This type of change contains information about releases, tests, community associates, discussions, life hacks, useful advice, and
more.2. Ruby Weekly Service that lets you receive fresh global updates about Ruby. You can enter your email address on the main page and receive the best news and articles for free once a week.3. Justin WeissThis' blog was created by Justin Weiss, an experienced programmer who wrote the book 'Practicing Rails'
which helps readers understand the Rubin ecosystem because it often seems too intricate for beginners. Some materials can also be useful for intermediate developers. Data Science/Analysis1. EliteDataScienceEliteDataScience.com learns data science and machine learning in a simple, down-to-earth way. Since
launching in 2016, its guides and tutorials have reached 2 million+ readers in 180+ countries worldwide.2. SpringboardSpringboard offers flexible, online courses on cutting-edge career paths such as Data Science, Design, Analytics, Marketing, and Security.3. Open Source Data Science Masters The Open Source Data
Science Masters is an open source curriculum for data science learning. By offering both theory and technologies, OSDSM breaks down the core competencies necessary for the right to use data. The resource is focused for those who have at least a minimal understanding of programming. Cybersecurity1.
CybraryCybrary is a growing community where people, businesses, and training come together to give everyone the ability to collaborate in an open source way that revolutionizes the cybersecurity educational experience.2. O'Reilly Security EbooksOn the O'Reilly in one place you can find the best insights from topic
experts and industry insiders. You can dive deep into the latest of what's happening in the world of security. WordPress1. WordPress.tvWordPress TV is a YouTube-like platform, but it only contains videos about WordPress. It's a library of courses, lectures, tutorials and classes. Many of them are useful and inspiring, but
you can also see a large percentage of the most substandard videos taken from lecture halls. Regardless, videos are free and you receive more than a training module.2. WordPress Codex WordPress Codex is the official online manual from WordPress developers. That's great. that details each template label and every
function WordPress uses. It is also associated with useful tutorials and supplements. WordPress Codex contains a lot of information on how to use and develop WordPress.3. WPBeginnerWPBeginner is the most famous tutorial and video blog about WordPress. It's a great resource to learn WordPress if you know about
the problem you're trying to solve.4. WP101WP101 has a professional look and maturity, and has a WordPress-only focus bonus. There aren't nearly as many WordPress themes covered (compared to Lynda and Udemy), but it's a clean, non-competitive environment for beginners. Blogs1 encoding. ApartA List Apart is a
webzine that explores the design, development, and meaning of web content with a particular focus on web standards and best practices.2. CodePen BlogCodePen is a social development platform with a cool coding blog. CodePen allows you to write the code into the browser and immediately run it. A useful and
liberating tool for developers of any skill, and especially empowering for people learning to code. Their blog focuses primarily on front-end languages such as HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and preprocessing syntaxes that are converted to these things.3. DojoA Encoding Dojo encoding is a program session based on a simple
coding challenge. Developers of different skill levels are invited to engage in thoughtful practice as equals. The goal is to learn, teach and improve with fellow software developers in an uncompetitive environment. They also have a great blog where you can find Coding Dojo reviews and find out how to learn how to code
in Rails, MEAN Stack, Python, .NET and Swift/iOS.4. CSS-TricksIt is an almanac that can help you get deep into CSS. However, the blog now goes beyond just CSS and talks about other things like Sass, JavaScript, PHP and more. Here you can discover a lot of resources and check their code snippets.5. David
WalshA blog contains tutorials on JavaScript, HTML5, AJAX, PHP, CSS, WordPress and other development topics. It was created by David Walsh, senior programmer at Mozilla.6. Cat on MatAn experienced programmer Peter Krumins created the Cat on Mat blog. It focuses mainly on programming, hacking, software,
computer security, Google and technology. Cat on Tet is especially useful for new developers. Many tricks, tools, and tutorials can come in handy when coding.7. Ray WenderlichIt is a community site focused on creating high-quality video courses, books and tutorials created by a community of experts from all over the
world. Here you can find more than 3,000 high-quality tutorials that can help you increase your programming career.8 Scotch.ioScotch Development is a web development blog that discusses various topics related to programming. Scotch.io provides quality and easy to understand content for web developers. founded by
his own by Nicholas Cerminara and Chris Seville.9. SitePointS more than 80 e-books, 70 courses and 300 tutorials covering the most important programming languages of today, SitePoint is a one-stop shop for online learning. There is a wealth of knowledge about more general things like project management and
WordPress.10. SoftwareHowIt is an excellent resource for learning software tools and how to use them to effectively solve computer problems. SoftwareHow provides honest, unbiased reviews of computer software written by actual users of software for real software users. Their reviews, tips, and tutorials are based on
thorough testing and personal experience.11 Stack AbuseStack Abuse is a website for data science developers and engineers who want to learn more about the topics of Node.js, Python, Unix and machine learning.12. Tuts+As part of Envat's creative ecosystem, Envato Tuts+ contributes to their mission to help people
learn and earn online. You can discover more than 20750 how-to tutorials, find videos and online courses that help you learn to code, make a photo, design websites, and more on Tuts+. YouTube channels about kodiing1. Adam KhouryAdam's channel has nearly 1M YouTube subscribers. His videos cover many topics
that focus mainly on JavaScript, PHP, SQL, HTML, CSS, and ActionScript. The videos are informative, each focusing on a different level of skills and abilities, which is ideal for beginners.2. Cave of ProgrammingJohn Purcell, a software developer with 14+ years of experience, has created a unique jave online free
learning course. If you're a novice coding, this is the right place to start. What's more, you can choose your schedule for classes because the course is only at pace.3. Codecourse Channel mainly focuses on PHP and its latest updates and changes, but here you can also learn CSS, Sass, Node.js, Laravel and MySql.
Codecourse has many videos covering topics for beginners. Codecourse regularly shares useful tips and videos for developers announcing new videos and sharing what they're working on.4. Derek BanasDerek Banas' channel has 840,578 subscribers. This vlogger covers a wide range of topics. If you are a beginner,
you can be interested in extensive guides on PHP, Java, MySQL, web services and other related topics covered here. If you're looking for one of the best YouTube channels for learning programming aimed at developing Android, this is the one. If you prefer live streaming, you can watch this channel at 8pm EST on
Monday and at 7pm EST on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.5. DevTipsDevTips is a useful place for web developers to find great videos and tutorials on CSS, HTML5, RWD and more. It is useful for web designers who want to improve their skills as well. If you are interested in IT companies in general, entrepreneurship,
and personal growth, this YouTube channel is the right place to find good good It also features interviews with well-known web designers and developers.6. Google Developers With 1.5 million subscribers, google developers channel is one of the most popular resources to learn to code. It offers reports, reviews, tutorials,
and the best techniques about Android, Chrome, web development, polymer, performance, iOS, and more. Here you can learn how to code easily and get the latest news about Google's services and technologies around mobile devices, the web, and the cloud.7 kudvenkatThis channel covers ASP.NET, C#, SQL Server,
AJAX, WCF, JQuery, SSIS, SSAS and SSRS. If you are interested in Microsoft.NET technology, this is a place where you can go and start learning. Here you can find a large selection of detailed and comprehensive but simple lessons about each segment of Corner 2 and Java.8. LearnCode.academyAdd, you can get a
few useful dev tips, support and cool camel quotes. There are especially large web development tutorials for beginners. With LearnCode.academy, you can quickly learn Node.js, Angular.js, Backbone.js, Deployment Strategies, HTML &amp; CSS, CSS Layouts, JavaScript, Sublime Text, Responsive Design, Server,
Administration, Deployment Strategies, and more.9. LearnWebCodeIt is one of the best YouTube channels for researching WordPress, RWD, HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery. These videos are especially useful and easy to understand for those who want to learn WordPress. They give you answers to common
questions about WordPress.10. My code schools MyCodeSchool, you can easily get into programming the basics. Tutorials are created on illustrated examples and good practices. If you want to learn to code and would like to do so while looking at simple and clear explanations, this is a channel you can browse.11. New
BostonWith nearly 1M subscribers, it is one of the most popular YouTube channels for learning programming. Here you can find a unique collection of coding tutorials covering a variety of programming topics, including Android development, game development, design, and more. All tutorials are free and easy to catch up
with.12. Tree HouseThis channel is a huge collection of tutorials that offer in-depth and quality training in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, User Experience, Ruby, PHP, WordPress, iPhone and Android applications and technology business in general.13. Level Up Tutorials Authors of this channel create videos for front-end web
developers twice a week. Level Up Tutorials is one of the most popular YouTube resources for those who want to learn HTML5, Stylus, CSS, Sass, CMS (WordPress, Drupal, Magento), AngularJS, Meteor and multiple design themes. The code is much more than a series of symbols. It is an opportunity to shape new
digital realities that affect the lives of thousands of people. To become the Creator of such experiences, you need to know the basics of programming. I hope that Research has provided all future developers and software engineers with all the necessary resources to get started. They can help learn the basics of coding
and become a top professional in the large digital product industry and application development. Join Hacker Noon Create your free account to unlock your custom reading experience. Experience.
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